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Introductory Remarks

Abü Sahl al-KühT, a lale tCnlh-century (rallian mathematician with same
thirty works to his credit, was an expert geometer in lhe Greek Iradition
who worked mostly in Baghdad for severa! rnembers of (he ruling Büyid
family.\ His works deal with vinually every geometric aspeet of lhe
studies of lhe great Greek mathematicians, including those of Eudid,
Archimedes, and Apollonius. Although he ventured occasionally to
apparently astronomical problems (such as lhe distance (O Ihe shooting
stars1 and lhe astrolabe3

), his approach and interests in even these topies
were none-lheless purely mathematical. The preseo! work4 is remarkable

For a biography ofal-Kuhi. scc Yvonne Dold-Samploniu5 1975.

See Berggren and Van Brummelen 2001.

.,

See Berggrcn 1994 for <In edilion and English translation and Rashed 1993, pp. 190
230 for an edilion and French lranslalion.

The treatise is liste<! in Sezgin 1974 as the eighth enlry under al-KühT, p. 319. It
appears that the first notice of Ihe conlcnlS of this treatise appcat'S lO have been given
by Woc:pcke (1851. pp. 55-56). Woc:pcke, however. idcntified il with a trealise
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nol only for i15 mathemalical content, bul al50 for its exclusive use of lhe
aneient method of geometric analysis,j and ils successive reductions of
new cases orlhe problem lo previously solved cases.

The general problem addressed here is as follows: given a line (or
circle) and a poiot nol on ¡l, draw two lioes from lhe poiot, containing a
given angle and int'ersecling lhe given Iloe (or circle) in {wa points such
tha! sorne condition holds. This collection of related problems has lhe (eel
of sorne of Apollonius's minar works, Le., collections of auxiliary lools
that migh! be tlseful in solving other problems. Thus al-Küh'l migh! have
fel! Ihal ¡his work \Vas contributing lo laying Ihe foundation for ruture
geometrical rescarch. The original rnotivation may also have come, in
part, from al-Kühi's treatise on the construction of the astrolabe,6 for in
the final section of the second book of that work al-Kühi quotes Problems
8 and 11 of "On Drawing Two Lines" in order to justify certain steps
taken earlier. The analysis of Problem 8 in the astrolabe treatise is
identical to that found in the present work, but the analysis of Problem I1
is slightly different since al·KühT is unable to rely 00 the reduction he
used in "On Drawing Two Lines" without quoting two other problems and
their (reductive) solutions.

We also find a problcm (the second) from lhis work in a treatise by al
Kühi's coJleague al-SijzT, Book on Making Easy (he Ways o/ Deriving
Geometrical Figures,7 where it is given as an example of a problem in the
art of analysis that may be atlempted by a beginner. AI-SijzT's analysis is
different from al-KuhT's, again because of the use of reduction in al·

mcntioncd in the: FihrlSI on producing points on lines in the ratio of areas (Sezgin
1974. #29. p. 321), butthis is ce:nainly a diffc:renllreatise.

•

We have recenlly published two of al-Kühi's works which apply the full Islarnic
expression of analysis and ilS usual panner synthc:sis; see Berggren and Van
Brummelen 199912000 and 2000 [1 l.

See Berggren 1994. The lext of!he relevant section may be found al pp. 178·179:
relevant commentary is on pp. 196-197 and 202-203.

Hogendijk and Baghc:ri 1996,29-30.

WooJII 1 (lOO"
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. KuhT's work. Perhaps, lhen, the problem had sorne currcncy in its O\V1l

right.
Analysis, as underslood by lhe Greeks, was a collectioll of techniques

lhat were useful in finding paths lo solutions of problems. Pappus, in his
discussion of analysis in Book vii of his Malhemalical Col/eclion,
dislinguishes between Iheorelical analysis, which is used to find a proof
of a lheorem, and problematical analysis, which aids in solving a
conslruction problem. The lalter was by far the most popular, both in
Grcek and Islamic times, and it is what we find here.

Pappus describes problematical analysis as follows: "we posit the
(problem] set forth as known and then pass through the things which
follow in order (from it], [positing them] as true, to something aclmitted.lf
the thing admitted is possible and obtainable, what they call in
mathematics given, the [problem] sel forth also will be possible, and again
Ihe proofwill be the reverse ofthe analysis; but ifwe should happen upon
somelhing admilted to be impossible, the problem also will be
impossible."

A cursory observalion ofthis treatise demonstrates that the key issue in
underslanding problematical analysis is the meaning of Ihe term '''given''
- in Arabic geometry, "knowo". That this is no trivial matter is witnessed
by debates on the matter both in ancient Greece and in medieval Islam.
The standard tool for use in analysis is Euclid's Data,S a colleclion of
results which state that if certain aspects of a geometrical configuration
are given, then other aspects are also given. Marinus of Neapolis'
eommentary on the Data' gives three competing definitions of "given":
(a) Ihe objecl is eonstruetible by Euclidean methods; (b) the objecl is
determined to one or finitely many possible configurations; (e) the object
(or its co!lStruction) is accessible to human reason, or comprehensible.
While (a) accords with lhe apparent correlation between propositions in
the Dala and the Elements and between the standard practices of analysis

This trealise is available, for instance, in 110 1980.

• Hciberg and Menge 1896, p. 234.
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and synlhesis,lhere are sorne difficullies with it. IO Marinus ascribes (b) lo
Apollonius, and il is cssentially al-Kühi's posillon as outlined in his
correspondence with a¡.$abi.11

11 is worth noting that al-KühT makes extensive and thorough use of Ihe
Data throughout (ahhough Ihe references are never explicit). In fact, he
migllt have seen this work in part as an exercise to dcmonstrate lhe use of
lhe Dara lo salve geometric problems. While he uses propositions fram
almosl every part of the Dala, he never goes beyond its scope, no! even lO
use his Qwn treatise on supplementary results to lhe Dala.

The Irealise shows signs of beiog completcd in sorne haste. Although
Ihe dClerminalion of conditions for possibility of 50lullon (diorismoi) is
fundamental lo analysis and Ihe problerns posed here are rife with sllch
condilions. al-KahT does 1l0t address thern at all. He refers lO diorismoi
only in a bricf note al the end oC the work, when he refers lo several
variations of sorne oC Ihe problerns. Also, al-Kühi seems to have been so
confidenl Ihat his analyses sol ved the problems that he did nol even bolher
to supply synlheses. This is in opposition lO lhe slandard praclice, wherein
Ihe synlheses are given bUI the analyses ofien suppressed.

As we said earlier, al-Kühi makes extensive use of reduction of one
problem to one Iha! has been solved previously throughoul Ihe work. Of
Ihe eleven problems, only Problems I and 8 are solved directly. These
correspond to the first instances of Ihe t\Vo difTerent Iypes of problem
(where lhe given objecl is a line or circle respectively). In many cases il is
possiblc lO do the analysis directly just as easily as al-Kuhi's reduction;

. perhaps Ihen he \Vas motivated by sorne sort oC aesthetic consideratioll or
a sense of play. This slyle of analysis does no! lend itself to easy
syntheses. and one wondcrs how seriously he look his own statement, al
Ihe end ofthe \York, that he hoped to finish them someday.

10 For an exposilion ofthesc mauers., sce Berggren and Van Brummelen 2000 (21.

II Sec Berggrc:n 198]. ]9-124. especially pp. 52-56.

S.hayl 2 (20011
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Our edition of lhe text is based on Ihe unique known copy of this work
(Bibliolheque Nationale Fonds Arabe 2457, ff. 48 - 50); (he copyisl was
al-Sijil, wilo was well-acquainted wilh al-Kühi's work. 12 The reader will
note Ihat although we use the spelling 'al-KohT' elsewhcre in Ihe papel' \Ve
have, in the Iranslation oflhe manllscript, used Ihe spelling 'al·QOhT'. We
do SO because, allhough both spellings of Ihe name are dOCllmented, this is
Ihe foml thal appears in this manuscript. Our system for Iranslilerating
letters referring lO points in Ihe diagrams is Ihal of Kennedy 1991/92. In
OUT edil ion of Ihe text \Ve have llsed superscript Arabic numerals lo refer
lO OUT critical noles. In ediling Ihe lext we have not noled the few places
in which we have changed Ihe orthography lO standard c1assical
orthography. nor the several places where we have eorrected whal seemed
lO be trivial scribal errors, such as misreadings of yii' for la' (and
conversely). Ou.. palicy on noting what could be conslrued as scribal
errors in copying lettcrs refcrring lo points in geornelrical diagrams is Ihat
if Ihe forlll of Ihe lener in the texl could be conslrued as representing the
correcl letter then we took it as being correct. Olherwise \Ve made a note.

In Ihe name of God, Ihe Mercifu1, Ihe Compassionale

Tbe Treatise on Drawing Two LiDes from a Poin' a' a Known Angle
by .be Me.bod of Analysis

Wfjan b. Rustam, known as Abo Sahl al-QühT, solved U

He said: Our purpose in this trealise is lo draw Iwo slraighl lines from a
known poinl at a known angle lO a line known in pasilion so that the ratio

12 Ahhough al-SijzT's role as lhe cop)'isl of lhc lrealiscs in lhe codex has been dispmed.
Paul Kunilzsch and Richard Lorch 1993 review lhe conlrovers)' and presenl convincing
evidence Ihal al-SijzT did indeed cop)' aH bUI a few folios al lhe end oC Ihis importanl
colleclion.
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afone ofthe two ofthem to the other. or a rectangle13
, or the magnitude of

the resulting triangle, or its base, or their two squares together. or the two
ofthem together, or the difference between thero is known.

So let the known poiot be the poiot A, and the rioe known in position
be BG, and suppose first ofall that it is straight.

[Problem 1] We want to draw froro the poiot A two straight lines to the
line BG, containing a known angle, so that the ratio of one of the two of
thero to the other is known.

G

A

B

Analytically, we suppose that the
two lines drawn are AB and AG,
that the ratio of AS to AG is
known, and angle BAG is known.
Then, since the ratio of the Jine
BA to AG is known, and angle
BAG is known, triangle ABO is
known in fann. Therefore angle
ABG is known; but poiot A is
known, so line AB is known in
position. Therefore line AG is

known in position, sihce angle BAG is known. And line BG is known in
position, and therefore each of the two points B and G is known,14 and
that is what we wanted to know.

[Problem 2] We want to draw from the known point A two straight
lines lo the straight line known in position, BG, which canta in a known
angle, so that the rectangle ofone of them by the other is known.

lJ The Arabic bere is ~al·satl:l", wbicb denotes any sort of plane atea. BUI, since tbe
reference is clearly to an area in !he form of a reclangle we shall simply use ~rectangle"

here and !hroughout !he treatise.

I( One might wonder wby al-Kuhi did not stop once be had determined tbe two lines AB
and AG as known. AIl we can suggesl is Iba! he regarded the problem as one of
producing segments in a certain ralio, so he wanloo to produce nol jusI ¡he lines bul the
segments !hat !hese lincs, togcthcr with HG, created.

Su"")'! l (2001)
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A

B D

Analytically, we suppose that the two lines drawn are BA and AO, that
they contain the known angle BAO, and that the rectangle BA by AO is
known. But the ratio of rectangle BA by AO to triangle BAO is known,
since angle BAO is known, and therefore the triangle BAO is known in
magnitude. And the ratio of the triangle ABO to the rectangle BO by the
perpendicular AD drawn from the point A to the ¡ine BO is known.

A Therefore the rectangle BO by
AD is known in magnitude. And
line AO is known in magnitude,
so line BO IS known in
magnitude. Therefore its square
is known, and so the ratio of the
square of BO to the rectangle
contained by BA and AO IS

known. And angle BAO IS

known, so triangle ABO is
B D G known in formo Therefore, the

ratio of BA to AO is known. And angle BAO is known, and each of the
two points B, O is known, as we showed in the preceding figure,IS and
that is what we wanted to know.

[Problem 3J We want to draw from
the known point A to the straight
line BO, which is known in
position, two straight lines
containing a known angle so tha!
the resulting triangle is known in
magnitude.
Analytically, we suppose that the
two lines drawn are AB, AG, that

G they contain the known angle
BAG, and that triangle ABG is

known in magnitude. But the ratio of triangle ABO to the rectangle BA by

15 i.e., 'precedjllg problem.'

S"IIo)'l l (2001)
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AG is known, since angle BAG is Imown, so the rectangle BA by AG is
known in magnitude. And angle BAO is known, so each of the points 8
and G is known, as we proved in the preceding case. And that is what we
wanted to know.

A

[Problem 4] We want to draw from the known point A to the straight
lioe BG, which is known in position, two straight lines containing a
knoWn angle so that the base oftriangle ABO, namely BG, is known.

Analytically, we suppose that the
two lines drawn are Aa and AG, thar
they contaio the known angle BAG,
and that the base SO is known. So
the rectangle contained by SO and
the perpendicular from the point A to
the base BG, namely AD, is known.
But the ratio of the rectangle BO by
AD to the triangle ABO is known, so
the triangle ABO is known in

B .D G magnitude. Thus the two points B
and G are known, as we proved in the preceding case, which is what we
wanted to know.

GE

D

8

[Problem 5] We want to draw from the known point A two straight
Iioes to the straight line BG, which is known in position, containing a

A known angle so that lhe sum of
the squares of the two of them is
equal to a known rectangle.
Analytically, we suppose: the two
lines drawn are BA and AG; they
contain the known angle BAG;

L
the sum of the squares of the two
lines BA and AG is known; and
line GD is perpendicular to line

__--L L_ AB. Then, since the sum of the
Z squares of the two lines BA and

Suhoyl 2 (200\)
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AG is equal to the sum of the square of line BG and twice the rectangle
BA by AD, the sum of the square of line BG and twice the rectangle BA
by AD is known. Also, since angle DAG is known, and angle GDA is
right, triangle ADG is known in fonn.

Thus, the ratio of line GD to DA is known, and therefore if we make
this ratio as the ratio of AE, the perpendicular from point A to line BG, to
another line, say GZ, the line GZ is known in magnitude, since the line
AE is known in magnitude, and since the ratio of lhe line AE to hne GZ is
as the ratio of the line GD to Hne DA. And the ratio of line GD to DA is
as lhe ratio of the rectangle GD by AB to the rectangle DA by AS, since
AB is lhe height common to both ofthem. And the rectangle GO by AB is
equal to the re'ctangle AE by BG, since each of them is twice triangle
ABG. Tllus lhe ratio ofrectangle AE by SG to the reclangle DA by AB is
as the ratio of hne AE 10 GZ.

But lhe ratio ofline AE to GZ is as the ratio ofthe rectangle AE by SG
to lhe rectangle GZ by GB, since BG is the height common to both of
them, and so the ratio of the rectangle AE by BG to each of the two
rectangles SG by GZ and BA by AD is the same. Therefore lhe reclangle
BA by AD is equal to the rectangle BG by GZ, and so double the
rectangle BA by AO is equal to double rhe rectangle BG by GZ. Thus the
sum of Ihe square of line SG and double tlle rectangle BG by GZ is
known. And we add to it the squ8re of line GZ, which is known. Therefore
the lotality will be the square BZ, and so Ihe square of lhe line BZ is
known. Thus line BZ is known in magnitude. But line GZ is known in
magnitude, so BG, the remainder, is known in magnitude. And angle BAG
is known, so eaeh of the two points B, G is known, according to what we
proved in the precedillg case, and that is what we wanted to know.

[Problem 6] We \Vant to draw from the known point A two straight
lines to the slraight line BG, which is known in position, containing a
knowll angle so that the sum ofthe t\Vo ofthem is known in magnitude.

Analytically, \Ve suppose thal the l\Vo Hnes drawn are AB and AG, that
they conlain the known angle BAG, and thallhe sum ofthe {wo lines BA,
AG is known in magnitude. And lhe ratio ofthe sum ofthe two lines BA
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and AG to lhe perpendicular drawn from poiot A to line BG, say AD, is
[therefore] known.

E

A

Therefore if we
imagine lioe AE
equal to [ioe
AG, and lioe
BAE straight,
the ratio of lioe
EB to line AO

B¡¿----*---4::o--------;;,T is known. And
D we make line

BO a common
height for lhe
two of thero,
and therefore,
the ratio of lhe
rectangle EB by
SO to lhe rect
angle AO by
BO is known.
And lhe ratio of

the rectangle AD by SO to triangle ABO is known, since it is its double.
And lhe ratio of the triangle ABO to lhe rectangle contained by GA and
AS is known, since angle BAO is known, so lhe ratio of lhe rectangle EB
by BO lo the rectangle GA by AB, i.c. to lhe rectangle EA by AB, is
known.

And therefore, ifwe imagine lioe HZ parallel to ¡ioe AG, and Une EGZ
straight, and lhe rectangle contained by EG and GZ equal to the rectangle
contained by BG and GT, the triangle EBZ will be isosceles, since it is
similar to triangle EAG. (And triangle EAG is known in form, since angle
EAG is known.) And so the ratio of the rectangle EA by AS to the
rectangle EG by GZ is known, since it is as the ratio of the square oC EA
to the square of EG. And so the ratio of the rectangle EB by BG to the
rectangle EG by GZ is known. And the rectangle EG by GZ is egual to the
rectangle BG by BT, and so the ratio of the rectangle EB by BG to the

SuNlyI 2 (2001)
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reclangle BG by GT is known. And il is as the ratio of EB, which is
known, lo rhe line OT, since BO is a common height lo lhe Iwo of them;
so lhe line OT is known.

And also, since rhe reclangle EG by GZ is equal lo lhe reclangle BG by
GT, we may describe Ihrough lhe poinls E, B, Z and T a circle. And we
draw the lwo lines ET and TZ. Then angle ETB is equa: lo angle ZTB,
since Ihe chord EB is equal lo lhe chord BZ, and angle BTZ is equal to
angle ZEB, since their bases are lhe same arc. Therefore angle BTE is
equal to angle GEB, and angle EBO is common; hence, triangle EBT is
similar to triangle EBG. And so the ratio of the line TB lo BE is as Ihe
ralio of line EB to BG and thus lhe rectangle TB by BG is equal to Ihe
square of fine EB. Bul the square of line EB is known, since EB is known,
and so lhe rectang[c TB by BG is known, and line TG was shown [above]
to be known. Therefore, fine BG is known, and so its ratio lo Ihe sum of
lhe two [ines BA and AG is known. And angle BAG is known, so Iriangle
ABG is known in formo Therefore, Ihe ratio of BA lO AG is known, and so
each of rhe 1\\'0 points B, G is known [by Ihe firsl case], and lhat is whal
we wanted to know.

G

\

TB

E

D

[Problem 7] We want to draw from the known poinl A two straighl
lines to lhe slraight line BG, which is known in position, containing a
known angle so that me ir difference is known.

A Analytically, we suppose
mal me two Iines drawn are
BA, AG and thal they
contain the known angle
BAO, and that the excess of
¡ine BA over AG, say BD, is
known. Therefore the re·
maining line, DA, is equal to
Hne AG. Therefore, if we
imagine lioe GE lo be
perpendicular lo AB, then
me square of line BG is,

logemer with double tlle rectangle BA by AE, equal to the [sum of Ihe]
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squares afthe two lines BA, AG. Bul the [sum oflhe] squares afilie two
lines BA, AG is equal to the [sum of the] squares of the two lines BA,
AD. since AD is equal to tine AG, and so the square of lille BG, with
double the rectangle BA by AE. is equal to the [sum oflhe] squares of the
two lines BA, AO.

And the [suro of the] squares of the two Hnes BA, AD is equal to
double the rectangle BA by AD with the square of the tine BD, and so the
square afthe line SO with double the rectangle BA by AE is equa! to the
square oflhe line BD with double the rectangle BA by AO. Bul double the
rectangle BA by AD is equal lo double the rectangle BA by AE with
double the rectangle BA by ED, and so the squarc of the line SO wilh
double the rectangle BA by AE is equa! to Ihe squarc oflhe tille BD wilh
double the rectangle aA by AE and double {hc reclangle BA by DE.
Therefore if we remove double the rectangle BA by AE, which is

. common, there remains the square of BG equal to the square of BO with
doub1e the reclangle BA by EO. And if wc imagine thc rectangle GB by
BZ equal lO lhe square of BO, the reclangle GB by BZ wilh double the
rectangle BA by DE is equal lO lhe square of Ihc line aG. Bul lhe square
of the line BG is equal to two rectanglcs, one of Ihcm GB by az and Ihe
olher BG by GZ. And so if we remove lhe rcclangle GB by az, which is
common, lhere remains Ihe reclangle BG by GZ equal lo double Ihe
reclangle BA by DE. And so lhc rectangle BA by DE is equal lO lhe
reclangle BG by half Ihe line GZ.

And also, since angle OEG is righl, and angle GDE is known (so
triangle GED is known in fonn), the ratio of Ihe line GE lo ED is known.
And so ¡fwe make lhe ratio oflhe line AT. lhe perpendicular from point
A lO I¡ne BG, to anolher line, say K, as the ratio oflhe line GE lO 1ine ED.
lhe line K is known, since lioe AT is known and since Ihe ralio ofthe linc
AT to line K is as lhe ratio of 1ine GE lo linc ED.

Bul the ratio af line CE to lille ED is as Ihe ralio of Ihe reclanglc AI3
by GE to [Ihe rectangle] A8 by ED. Also, the ratio oflhe line AT lo K is

. as the ralio of Ihe reclanglc BG by AT lO lhe rectanglc BG by K, Ilnd so
Ihc ratio of the rectangfe BA by GE lO (he reclangle BA by DE is as the
ratio of the reclangle BG by AT lo lhe reclangle BG by K. And the
rcclangle BA by GE is equal to lhe rectangle 8G by AT, since each 01'
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them is equal to double the lriangle AOG, and so lhe rectangle OA by ED
is equal to the rectangle OG by K. And il was preved that the reclangle
BA by ED is equal to lhe reelangle OG by half the line lG, and so lhe
reclangle BG by halfthe line lG is equal lo Ihe rectangle OG by K.

Therefore, line K is equal lo halflhe line ZG, and so line ZG is known_
. sinee K, which was half of il, is known. And Ihe rectangle GB by Bl is
known, sinee il is equal to the square ofthe known line BD, and lhe line
Bl is known, and so all ofBG is known, and line AT is known, and so Ihe
reclangle one oC Ihem by Ihe olher is known, and it is double lrianglc
ABG. And so Iriangle ABG is known, and angle BAG is known, and eaeh
of Ihe two points B, G is known, as we preved in Ihe figure which
preceded, and Ihal is whal we wanted lo show.

And lel the Jine known in posilion, which is BG, be part of a
eircumference of a eircle knownjn posilion.

[Problem 8) We want to draw from the known poi nI A lwo slraighl
lines, whieh contain a known angle, lo the line BG, which is [part of] Ihe
eircumference of a circle, so Ihal lhc ratio of one of Ihem to Ihe olher is
known.

S<ohlyl 2 (2001)
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Analytically, we suppose {hal {he two Jilles drawn are AS, AG, Ihat the
angle BAO is known, and 1hal lhe ratio of BA lO AG is known. And we
draw lhe line BG, so lhe rectilineal triangle ABO is known in forro;
therefore, angle B is known. Thus, if we imagine that tine BAD16 is
slraight, lhe chord of are D[8]O, namely Ihe ¡ioc 00, is known, since
angle B on lhe circumference of a circle known in position is knowll.
Therefore lhe square ofthe lioe DO is known.

Also, because Ihe ralio ofthe Jioe BA lO AG is known, if AO is made a
commOll height lO lhe two ofthem, lhe ratio oflhe rectangle BA by AO lO
{he reclangle GA by AO is knowll. Bu! lhe rectangle BA by AO is known.
since point A is known, and therefore the rectangle GA by AO is knowl1.
And Iherefore the ralio of[the rectangle] GA by AD to the square of GD
is known. And angle GAD is known. Therefore. triangle GAO is known in
fonn. and so the ralio oflhe line AG lO the line GD is known. BlIIline GD
is known. and therefore Ihe line AG is known. And poinl /\ is known. so
Ihe line AG is known in position. And the cirClIlTlference of the circle is
known in position and so poinl G is known. And since angle GAB is
known Ihc poínt B is also known. And so each of Ihc Iwo poinls G and B
is known. And thal is what we wanled to know.

[Problem 9] We want to draw from poínt A, which is known. h'-'o
straight lines, containing a known angle. to lhe [ine BG, which is part of
the circumference of a circle known in positioo, so that the rectangle of
one of thelll by the olher is known.

Analylically. we sllppose Ihat the IwO lines drawll arc BA, AG. whích
cOlllain Ihe ~nown angle BAG. and the rectangle BA by AG is kilO" n.
Also Ihe re<.:langle BA and AD is kno\\n. since Ihe point A is "110\\11.

Therefore the ralio oflhe rectangle BA by AG lo the rcctangle BA b) AO
is ~no\\'n. and it is as Ihe ralio ofthe line GA lO AO. since Ihe line BA is a
COlll11l01l heighllo both ofthclll. Therefore Ihe ratio ofthe line GA lO AD
is known. and angle GAD is known, so the point G is knowlI. as we
proved in Ihe precedillg figure. Therefore poinl B is known. sílice angle
GAS is known. And Ihal ís what we wanted lO know.

l. l'n:.sunl.101) (oís rcrer.> 10 10': diagram \\ ¡lo A mside orlh.: clrck
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A

o

o
B

[Problem 10] We want to draw from the known point A two straight
lines, contnining a known angle, to the lioe BG known in position, which
is pan of lhe circurnfcrence of a circle known in position, so Ihat the
rectilíneal triangle ABO is equal lo a known rectangle.

A

A

G'<""-----':O'¡B

.w.,4 1 (1001)

G B
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A

Analytically, \Ve suppose that the t\Vo ¡ines drawn are BA and AG,
cOl1taining the known angle BAG, and Ihal triangle BAG is known in
magnitude. But, Ihe ratio of triangle ABG to the rectangle BA by AG is
known, since angle BAG is known. And therefore the rectangle BA by
AG is knowll in magnilude. And angle BAG is known, so each of lhe two

. points B, G is known according to \Vhal \Ve proved in the preceding figure.
And that is \Vhal \Ve wanted to know.

[Problcrn 11] We \Vant to draw fram the knQwn paint A t\Vo straight
lilles, containing a known angle, to lhe line BG, which is part of rhe
circumference of a cirele known in POSilioll, so Ihal the base of lhe
Iriangle. BG. is knowll.

B

G

A

D

G
B

D

Analytically, \Ve suppasc thal lhe {\VO straight lines drawll are BA and
AG. thal they conlain the known angle BAG, and thal BG is known.
Therefore we produce lille BA in a straighl line lo D, and \Ve draw DG.
Therefore. since BG is known, allgle BDG is kllown. And angle DAG is
known, and so triangle DAG is knowll in fonn. Therefore lhe ratio of DA
lo AG is known. which is as the ratio of the reclangle DA by AB to the

Sohoyl 2 llOO 1)
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rectangle GA by AB. Bul the rectangle DA by AB is known, and so the
rectangle GA by AB is known. And angle BAG is known, so the two
points B, G are known, as \Ve proved in the preceding figure. And that is
what we wanted to kno\V.

And when the known point is on the circumference of the circle
fínding the two poínls al which the two lines drawn terminate [according
to any oftlle aboye four criteria] is even easier and e1earer. And because il
is so obvious we will omit it. But when Ihe known point is the centre oC
the circle the question is either possible and indeterminate, or impossible.
And ir the known point is not the centre of Ihe circle, then therc are
various cases for the point which is to be found, and we omit mention of
thcm becallse they involve notions of diarismos. And ir we were to go inlo

. partition [into cases], diarismos, synthesis and Ihe positions of the points
by Apollonius's method in sorne of his books a very big book would be
produced, but \Ve hope to have the leisure to do it later, God willing.

Praise lo God, and I-lis blessings on Mul.larnmad and his family, and
peace.

11 \Vas collated with Ihe [Le., al-KUhi's] original [presumably by al
Sijzi].

Commelltary

The general problem is to draw from a point A to a line or cirele BG two
line segments containing a given angle, so that sorne condition holds. The
first seven orthe 11 propositions deal with the case when BO is a line, the
last four when BG is a cirele.

A

i
,

I \/,,
I \I

B G

Analysis:
. AS .

Smce -- and LBAG are glven,
AG

Problem 1: Draw two line
segments from A to the lioe BG,
contaíning a gíven angle, so that

AB. I . .
-- IS equa to a glven ratio.
AG

S<lh.yl 2 (2O(1)
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b.ABG is known in form (Dala, 41); tllus LABO is knowll.
Bul pain! A is known; therefore lille AS is knowll in position (Data, 30);

. and since LBAG is given, line AG is also known in position (Dala, 29).
Since, titen, tille SO is known in position, points B and G are both known
(Data, 25).

Problem 2: Oraw two I¡ne segments
from A lo lhe line BG, cOlltaining a given
angle, so that AB· AG is egual to a
given area.

Analysis:
BA·AG

Sillce LBAO IS given, IS
óABG

kllown (Dala, 66); bUI BA· AG is
given, so .6.ABG is knQwn in magnitude
(Data, 2).

B

A

D G

is known

Oraw AD perpendicular lo SO (der. O); then b.ABG (=~) is known,
BG·AD 2

which implies that BO· AD is known (Dafa, 2). Bul AO is known In

l11agnitude,t7 hencc BG is knowll in magnitude (Data, 57).

Thus BG 2 is known in magnitude (Data, 52); tllus B0
2

BA·AG
(Dara, 1). And LBAO is given; hence ~ABG is known in form (Data,
80).

BA. .
Therefore -- lS known, wlllch reduces the problem to Problem l.

AG

17 This can be shown several ways, for inslance, by using Dala, 28 lO eonslruel a parallel
lO I3G lhrough A and !hcn applying Dala, 32: Of, by applying Data. 30 lO show lha!
Al) is known in position, hence D is known (Data, 25). hence AD is known in
magnillldc (Data, 26),

S~l\oyl 2 (200\)
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This proof highlights the sometimes delicate nature of an argument by
analysis. Once at-Kuhl determines that óABG is known in magnitude, it
is easy to presume (incorrectly) that he has completed an analysis of
Problem 3. In fact, he has achieved only a reduction of Problem 2 to
Problem 3 - which does not help, since he is about to solve Problem 3 by
reducing Lo Problem 2. Had al~Kuhl completed the analysis from this
poinl without using the assumption that the magnitude of quan
tity AS· AG is given from the statement of Problem 2, he would have
completed an analysis for Problem 3 as well; but he does use this as

. sumption about AB· AG latero (An identical situation arises here with
respect to Problem 4.) Thus al-Kühl must proceed to solve Problems 3 and
4, which are in any case reduced easily to Problems 2 and 3 respectively.

Problem 3: Draw two line
segments from A to the line BG,
containing a given angle, so that
óABG is equal to a given
magnitude.

Analysis:

Since LBAG is given,
llABG

BA·AG

A

is known (Data, 66); B
hence BA . AG is known (since the magnitude of óABG
2). This reduces the problem to Problem 2.

G
is given, Data,

Problem 4: Draw two line segments from A to the line BG, containing a
given angle, so that SG Is equal to a given magnitude.

Analysis: Draw AD perpendicular to BG (def. D)~ theo BG· AD is

Suhayl 2 (2001)
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A

But SO -AD (=~) is known, SO
aAllG I

A.ABG 15 known In magnitude
(Data, 2). This reduces the problem
lo Problem 3.

/

\
\

B

Problem 5: Draw tWQ linc segments
from A to the line BG, containing a

given angle, so that AB 2 +AG 2 is
equal to a given area.

Anaiysis:
Draw GO perpendicular 10 AB (def.

D); then BG' + 2BA . AD

(= AB2 + AG 2 by Elemenls,
U.I3I '1 is known.

D!
(

B

D G

A

'1',

~'\E G z

11 An obvious way lO scc lhis is lo apply Data, 76 10 find lhal ADlBG is known; thus lhe
rectangle formed by DO and AD Is known in fonn, and since DG is given in
magnitude, lhe result fol1ows by Data, 52.

19 EJements 11.13 requires lhal Ihe mangle contains onl)' acute angles, bul man)'
commentators have ooled lbat this is nol necessary. For 11.13 IQ hold!he given angle
BAO musl be acute; othcrwise O does nal lie betwccn A and B and the proposition is
false. Ir angle ABG is obtuse, theo o docs not lie between A and B eilher, bul Ihe
proposition still holds. In any case. if!he angle al B is obtuse then the angle at G musl
be acule, and 11.13 can be made lO apply as piclun::d in al-KOhi's diagram by n::versing
!he roles of B and G at Ihe outset afthe problcm.

WloyI 1 (1001)
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Also, since ¿DAG is givcn and ¿GAD is righl, ~ADG is known in

20 GD .
form (Data, 40). Thus -- IS knowll.

DA
GD AE

Draw AE perpendicular lo BG (deL E), and draw GZ so lhat --=-.
DA Gl

Then GZ is known in magniludc, since AE is known in magnilude21

.(Dala, 2).
AE GD GD·AB AE·BG .

Now -- ~--= = ; lhe latter 15 lrue because both
Gl DA DA·AB DA·AB

GD . AB and AE· BG are twice 8ABG .

AE AE·BG
BUI - = ;therefore DA· AB =Gl· BO .

Gl Gl·BG

Hence B0 2 + 2Gl· BO is known (by equality with a knowll

magnitude); hence B0 2 +2GZ·BG+GZ 2 is known (since GZ is
known, its square is known by Data, 52, and the sum is known by Data,

3), and this latter quantity is equal to BZ 2
.

Hence BZ is ¡'-llown in magnitude (Data, 55); hence BG(= BZ - Gl) IS

known in magnitude (Data, 4). This reduces the problem to Problem 4.

~ Data, 40 requires Ihal all three angles of!he triangle are known, bul of coume if two
angles are known then so is !he third. AI·Kühi often omilS this trivial slep in this work,
and we omit it as well from now on.

21 1I can be shown that AE is known in magnitude by the same reasoning used in Problem
2 lo show Ihat AO is known in magnitude.

SulIoyl 2 (2001)
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Problem 6: Draw two Jine
segments from A to the ¡ioe BG,
containiog a given angle, so that
AB + AG is equal to a given
lenglh.

E

A

Bk"----'O--'+-G---4T

EB
Produce BA to E so that AE =AG ; then AD is known; lhus

Analysis:
Draw AD perpendicular to BG.

AB+AG
Then is known

AD
(Data, 1),22

z
EB·BG

AD·BG

is known (Data, 66, since
LlABG

GA·AB

is known (Data, 70).

Now AD· BO (=~) is known and
8ABG 1

LBAG is lmown).

lb , EB'BG( EB'BG)ereLore = is known (Data, 8, applied to the
GA·AB EA·AB

three area ratios above).
Draw az parallel to AG; join EG and produce it to meet az (def. Z).
Produce SO to T so that EG . GZ =BO . GT . Then ~EBZ is isosceJes,
since it is similar to ~AG.

EA'
Now --2 is known (since LEAG is 1800 minus the given angle and

EG
the other angles are thus known because .1.EAG is isosceles; then by

22. This is true because the perpendicular AD can be known by me same argumem as in
Props. 2 and 5.

Suhayl 2 (2001)
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known by Dala. 70). and il IS equal

Dora, 40 óEAO
EA

is knowll in form: thus 
EG

EA'
is known; thus --, 15

EG-
EA·AB

lO (since
EG·GZ

EA EB AB EB . BG
- ~ - ~ -). Thus is known (Dala, 8).
EG EZ GZ EG·GZ

EBBG EB·BG
But =

EG ·GZ BG ·GT
(Dala. 2).

EB

GT'
and EB IS known, so GT is known

No\\', since EO· GZ =BG· OT , we may draw a circle through E, B, Z,
and T (by Ihe converse to E/emel1ls II!, 35). Also draw ET and TZ. Then,
since EB =BZ, ¿ETB =¿Z1'B (E/emems [11, 28 and 2723

); also
¿ZTB =LZEB (E/emel1ts 111, 21); therefore LETB =LZEB. Hence
óEBT is similar to ÓEBG. since they share LESO.

TB EB .
Thus -=-; tllus TB·BG = EB 2

• But EB IS known; lhus TB· SO
BE BG

is known (Data, 52). And TG is known; thus BG is known (Data, 84).

Th BG . k
liS IS 110wn (Data, 1).

BA+AG

But LBAO is given, so 8BAG is known in forro (Data, 45). Hence

BA. k
-- IS nown, which reduces Ihe problem to Problem l.
AG

23 Elements IJI, 21 requires that the chords EB and BZ be in the same position, but this is
oC course not necessary. The result needed here may be obtained by applying 111, 28 to
find Ihallhe circumferences EB and BZ are equal, then applying 111, 27 to find thal the
angles are equal.

Suhayl .. (lool)
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,Pl'"oblem 7: Oraw two lioc segments
from A lo the line BG. containing a
given angle, so lhat AH - AG is
eql;al lo a given length.

Analysis:
Define D on AB so that
BD~ AB-AG; lhen DA = AG.
Oraw GE perpendicular lO AB.

A
/

j /

E

D

/
B Z T G

Then BOl +2BA·AE =BA 2 +AG 2 (E/ementsll,13)24

=BA' +AD'
= BD' + 2BA . AD (Elemenls 11,7)

=BD'+2BA·AE+2BA·ED,

so, by cancellation, SG 2 =B02 + 2BA . ED .
Define Z2} on BG so that OS, BZ =B02

.

Then BG· BZ+2BA· ED= BG' = BG· BZ+ BG· GZ (lhe fonner by
substitution, the larter since SO = BZ+ GZ), hence 2BA· ED =SO ·GZ,
henee BA· ED = BG· (tGZ).
Now LGED is right, and LGDE is known;26 thus .6.GED is known in

r GE. klorm (Dala, 40) and so - 15 nown.
ED

H As in Probl;:m S, this is lrue only ¡flhe given angle BAG is acute.

1S The letter Z is missing from the diagram for problem 7 in the manuscripl. Thal GS
cxtends Deyond B in (he diagram suggcsts tha! the source for BN2457 might halle had
Z on this exlension, but lhe proof clearly dcmands Z be chosen bctwccn B and G.

u This is presumably because Iriangle GAD is isoseeles and angle GAD is given.

SuIoo1l 2 (2001)
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Draw a perpendicular from A to BG (def. T). Define [ine K so that

. AT :::: GE . Since AT is known,27 K is known as well (Dala, 2).
K ED

GE AB·GE AT BG·AT
Now -:::: and -:::: ;hence

ED AB·ED K BG·K

AS.GE::::BG'AT. Bul AB.GE::::BG.AT, since they are both
AB·ED BG·K

(wke "'ABG; (hu, AB·ED~BG·K. And AB·ED~BG·(tGZ);

thus K:::: +GZ . Since K is known, GZ is known also (Data, 2).

Now BD 2
:::: OB· BZ (hence the latter is known), and both

BD(:::: AS - AG) and BZ are known (the latter by Data, 84); so BG is

known (Data, 57).
Therefore BG· AT :::: 2.1ABG is known (by Dala, 1 SO, AT is known
in form; lhen by Dara. 52 it is known in magnitude); hence LiABG is
known in magnitude (Dala, 2). This reduces the problem to Prob[em 3.

For Problems 8-1 [, BG is a circle rather than a lineo Each prob[em
contains two diagrams, with A outside and inside the circle respectiveJy.
For the [atter, A appears to be placed at the centre ofthe circle, but such a
p[acement would render a[1 four problems trivial. We assumc an arbitrary
interior point is meant. The analyses work equal1y wel1 for both cases.

27 As in previous problcms, this is not a direct consequenee of a single Dala proposition.
but is easily shown.

Suhayl 2 (2001)
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A
Problem 8: Draw two ¡ioe segments from A to the

AB
circle BG, containing a given angle, so that \5

AG
equal to a given ratio.

Analysis:
Join SO; then 8ABG is known in forro (by Data,

41> since AB and LBAO are known), and so
AG

LABO is known.
Produce AS to O and Join DO. Then LOBO(= 180o -LABG) is

known; hence DG is known in magnitude (Data, 87); hence DG 2
15

known (Data, 52).
AB AB·AD

Now -= . but AB·AD is known (Data, 91), so AG·AD
AG AG·AD'

is known (Da/a, 2).
AG·AD

Hence is known (Data, 1), and smce LOAD IS known,
DG'

óGAD is known in forro (Data, SO).
AG

Thus DO is known; but DO is known in magnitude, so AG is known in

. magnitude (Data, 2). Hence point G is known.28 But LOAB is known, so
point B is a150 known?9

21 This may be seen by drawing a circ!e with centre A and radius AG. The intersection
point G of (his circ1e with the given circle is known by Dala, 25.

29 By Dala, 26 AG is known in position. Then, by Data, 29, AB is known in position, and
by Data, 25, the intersection point B is known.

Suhoyl 2 (2001)
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AProblem 9: Draw two line segments from A to the
circle BG, containing a given angle, so that
BA· AO is equal to a given area.

Analysis:
[Produce AB to O and join BG and 00, as in
Problem 8.]
BA·AD is known (Dala, 91); thus
BA·AG AG='--'--=- = is known.
BA·AD AD

And LOAD is known, so by Problem 8, point G (as well as point O) is
known.30 Therefore poinl B is known.31

Problem 10: D~aw two llne segments from A to
¡he cirele BG, containing a given angle, so that
8ABO is equal to a given area.

Analysis:
I\.ABG

Since LBAO IS known, is known
BA·AG

(Dala, 66). Therefore BA· AO is known (Data,
2), and the problem is reduced to Problem 9.

A

JO This is an interesting step, sinee it is not a reduction.in the sense that it is used in Ihe
rest ofthe treatise. bul rather an appcaJ lo !he solulion of a prtvious problem wilhin !he
analysis. Note 81so that Ihe solution of Problem 8 implieitly assumed that the line
segmenls produced from A do not cut the circle prior lO reaehing the two desired
points. but al-Kahi uses Problem 8 in this manner here. The analysis in Problem 8 can
be: made to fit the situation here with only a trivial modificatíon. namely, constructing
poinl D as the inlersection of Aa with the circle ra!her Ihan producing AB to D.

JI This may be: secn as in Problem 8.

WooyI 1 (1001)
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Problem 1t: Draw two lioe segments from A to
the circle BG, containing a given angle, so that
BG is equal to a given length.

Analysis:
[Produce AS to D and join BG and DG, as in
Problem 8.]
Since BG is given, LBDG is known (Dala,
88). Since LDAG is known as well, Li.DAG
is known in fonn (Data, 40).

, DA DA·AB. DA AB· (D 9Therclore -- = 15 known; bul . 15 knowll ala, 1).
AG AG·AB

so AG· AB is known. This reduces the problem to Problem 9.

AI-KahT concludes Ihe lrealise by noling a few of Ihe spccial cases that

can emerge when BG is a circle:

• A lies on Ihe circle. The solution is taken lo be obvious and omíued.
• A líes al Ihe centre of the circle. In this case lhe problem" is either

impossible or admits infinilely many solutions.
• A líes within the circ le, bul not al lhe cenlre. AI-KühT says Ihal the

number of cases thal emerge would result in a work of Apollonian
proportions, and stales an inlent to relurn to il sorne day.
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